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I. FORCES AS A FUNCTION OF BIAS

Figure S1. x- (left panel) and y-components (middle panel) of the forces on center of mass of the

water molecule for the different structures considered in this work (shown in Figure 2 of the main

manuscript). (right panel) Total force on the center of mass of the H2O molecule. The z-component

is presented in the main text.
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II. BADER CHARGES

Figure S2. Bader valence charges on a water molecule adsorbed on an Au surface with different

bias: (a) V = 0 V, (b) V = -1.5 V, and (c) V = 1.5 V.
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III. DIPOLE MOMENT ESTIMATION

To analyze the effect of the electronic density redistribution on the water molecule we

calculated the dipole moment pH2O
i for a particular arrangement i. In general, the dipole

moment is defined in terms of the difference in charge between the converged charge density

and the corresponding atomic distributions

p =

∫ (
ρtot(r) −

Natoms∑
I=1

ρI(r)

)
(r− r0) dr (S1)

in such a way that ∫ (
ρtot(r) −

Natoms∑
I=1

ρI(r)

)
∼ 0 . (S2)

As we are interested in the dipole moment of the water molecule alone, for each bias V ,

we remove the effect of an equivalent parallel plate capacitor with potential V ,

ρtot (V ) = ρAu+H2O (V ) −

(
ρAu (V ) −

NAu∑
I=1

ρAu
I (r)

)
. (S3)

All calculations are performed using r0 = rCM, and, in order to guarantee charge neutral-

ity of the charge density, the limits of integration are chosen as to satisfy equation S2.
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